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Abstract—This paper thoroughly investigates the advantages
and disadvantages of desynchronization. It also describes prac-
tical considerations that should be taken into account during
the process of desynchronization of any ordinary clocked sys-
tem. MiniMIPS is being desynchronized as a case study. The
handshake protocol used in desynchronization, namely, Bundled-
4-Cycle-Late-Data protocol, is also introduced.

Index Terms—Desynchronization, MiniMIPS, Bundled Data,
Synthesis.

I. INTRODUCTION

DESYNCHRONIZATION is the process of converting a
traditionally clocked-based synchronous design into a

hand-shake clocked design. This is done by replacing the
global clock network with a set of local handshaking circuits
[1]. Desynchronization has the following characteristics:

• It preserves flow equivalence with respect to its syn-
chronous version. Two circuits are flow equivalent if [1]:

1) They have the same set of latches.
2) The traces of each individual latch are the same in

both circuits.
• Desynchronization does not modify the datapath. It only

affects the clock distribution network.
This paper investigates the merits of desynchronization.

Desynchronization of MiniMIPS is also visited as a case
study. The paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses
the advantages and disadvantages of desynchronization. The
protocol used through desynchronization, namely, Bundled-4-
Cycle-Late-Data Protocol is, then, introduced in Section III.
Section IV investigates MiniMIPS as a case study. Synthesis
flow along with some practical considerations are described
in Section V. Section VI concludes the paper with proposed
future work.

II. DESYNCHRONIZATION MERITS

This section will discuss the advantages of desynchronized
over synchronous and asynchronous designs. List of disadvan-
tages will, then, follow.

A. Advantages Of Desynchronized Over Synchronous Designs

Both purely async designs and desynchronized designs
would share these advantages.

1) Desynchronized system is more robust against supply
voltage and temperature variations than its synchronous
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counterpart. Due to delay chains, desync designs can
easily track the environmental conditions and adjust the
local clock accordingly.

2) Desynchronized system is modular. Integration of
desync designs is much easier than multi-frequency
synchronous SOC integrations.

3) No global clock distribution network is required. Clocks
are locally generated through handshaking. This should
save part of the clock skew overhead. However, low-
skew buffers are still needed to drive the latches in
a desync design. Besides, [1] incorporated a clock
distribution network in their desynchronized DLX for
synchronous test mode.

4) Performance measured as latency: Latency is expected
to be the same or better in the desynchronized design
(w.r.t. the synchronous one). It will be better if the
synchronous design has delay-unbalanced stages. This
is because sync clock period is limited by the slowest
stage in a system. There is no such a global constraint
in the desync version. Simulated desynchronized DES
showed comparable latency to synchronous version in
[1].

B. Advantages Of Desynchronized Over Asynchronous De-
signs

Only desynchronization enjoys these advantages.
1) Asynchronous design lacks good computer-aided design

(CAD) tools that support the whole design flow. Desyn-
chronized design is based on standard EDA tools and
flows: HDL description, synthesis, layout, verification
and automated pattern generation [1].

2) Asynchronous design needs a paradigm shift and special
background from the designers.No special background is
required for Desynchronization. The whole process can
be automated. Desynchronization still keeps the notion
of operation cycle (i.e., clock) [1], which is mandatory
for the current designer mentality as well as their tools.

C. Disadvantages Of Desynchronized Designs

1) Area: Desync design would require more area than its
synchronous counterpart. Area overhead can be broken
down into the following components:
• Using 2 latches instead of a flip-fop. This could be

removed if the original sync design is latch based.
• Latch controllers.
• Using low-skew buffers to drive latches.
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• The matched delay chains added in the request path
of the handshake network of each stage.

This is, somehow, offset by the absence of the clock
distribution network. However, as mentioned before, [1]
incorporated a clock distribution network in their desyn-
chronized DLX for synchronous test mode. Typical area
penalty in DLX design of [1] is less than 1.5%

2) Performance measured as clock cycle: if the environ-
mental variations tracking capability of the desync could
be isolated (i.e., assume that the sync clock generation
circuitry could do the same), synchronous design will
have the same or, even, better clock frequency than the
bundled-data-based desync one. This would be mani-
fested given the following facts:
• After at most one cycle, latches adjacent to the criti-

cal latch (i.e., one that latches the critical delay path)
will be paced by the same critical delay [1]. Hence,
the desync internal clocks are plesiochronous (i.e.,
having the same frequency with different phases)
with a rate limited by the delay of the longest
matched delay chain that mimics the critical path
delay.

• The matched delay chain is usually inserted with
sufficient margin (20% in [1]) to avoid any fatal
racing problems with data path. By the time a
desynchronized chip is fabricated there is usually no
efficient way to change the matched delay elements
( [1] suggested using delay taps). This means that
in a desync design, the clock period will be sub-
stantially higher than the critical path delay in the
design. On the other hand, in a synchronous design,
some margins are also taken into account during
the design phase, but the clock frequency can be
tuned (i.e., increased) after fabrication to obtain the
maximum possible operating frequency.

This argument is validated in DLX design of [1]; the
desync design had a maximum operating frequency
penalty of 24% (51.8 MHz vs 68.5 MHz).

3) Power: Subtracting the clock distribution power con-
sumption, the desync design adds the following power
consuming elements:
• Low-skew buffers.
• Latch controllers. (4 transitions on req/ack lines fore

each data transaction - with 4 phase data protocol).
• The matched delay in each stage.

This argument is validated in DLX design of [1]: the
desync design had a power penalty of 10% (200 mW vs
182 mW @50MHz).

4) Desynchronizing a synchronous design is not guaranteed
to achieve optimal performance comparing to a purely
asynchronous design.

5) A race path violation in a desynchronized chip would
cause a yield loss. A speed path violation in a syn-
chronous chip would only cause performance loss. This
could be avoided by increasing margins to the asyn-
chronous controller designs and matched delays in the
desynchronized circuit. However, apparently, the later

Fig. 1. Bundled data protocol.

workaround will degrade performance.

III. BUNDLED-4-CYCLE-LATE-DATA PROTOCOL

A. Bundled Data Protocol

In this protocol, synchronization is usually achieved by two
wire signals, namely, req and ack, as shown in Fig. 1. Delay
element in the req path must be chosen properly so that data
would be valid at the receiving end before the active edge of
the req signal arrives.

Advantages of bundled data protocol include:
• Data path does not change from its clocked version.
• Data hazards are allowed.
• Ease of synthesis using clocked synthesis flows - with

some workarounds.

B. 4-Cycle Protocol

4-cycle protocol implies 4 signal transitions (on req and
ack accumulatively) for each data transition. 4-cycle protocol
is level sensitive and, hence, easy to implement. One disad-
vantage, though, is the redundant return-to-zero requirements
on the req and ack signals.

C. Late Data Protocol

In late data protocol, data should be valid before the falling
edge of req signal. This achieves the following advantages
comparing to early data protocols (i.e., when data is latched
on the rising edge of req):

• Only about half of the delay elements in the req path are
required. Thus, decreasing area and power.

• Increasing concurrency and, hence, maximizing the aver-
age performance.

D. Latch Controller Design

Desynchronization process involves replacing each tradi-
tionally clocked flipflop in the original synchronous design
with a double latch desynchronized buffer like the one shown
in Fig. 2.

Using CCS (Calculus of Communicating Systems) [2]
notations, we can define the latch control (LC) of the
bundled-4-cycle-late-data protocol in a way similar to that in
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Fig. 2. Desynchronized buffer.

Fig. 3. Petrinet representation of the latch controller

[3] as follows:

L=lr.’la.lr.gS.’cr.ca.’cr.ca.pV.’la.L
R=gV.’rr.ra.’rr.ra.pS.R
S=’gS.’pS.S
V=’pV.’gV.V
LC=(L|S|V|R)\{gV,pV,gS,pS}

A petrinet representation of the latch controller is shown in
Fig. 3.

The difference between data and bubble latch controllers is
in the initial value of rr signal.

IV. CASE STUDY: MINIMIPS

MIPS (Microprocessor without Interlocked Pipeline Stages)
is a 32-bit architecture with 32 registers, first designed by
Hennessy [4]. The MiniMIPS is an 8-bit subset of MIPS. It

is fully described in [5]. MiniMIPS uses an 8-bit datapath.
Only 8 registers are implemented and the program counter
(PC) is also 8-bit long. Being a RISC architecture, the MIPS
Instruction Set is less taxing to implement.

In this Section, we use the MiniMIPS as a case study of
desynchronization. Fig. 4 shows the ordinary clocked version
of the MiniMIPS. The control network of the desynchronized
version of MiniMIPS is shown in Fig. 5.

Each box in the desynchronized MiniMIPS control network
represents a desynchronized buffer, namely:

• P: The program counter register.
• C: The controller.
• I1,I2,I3,I4: The four instruction registers.
• A,B: The A and B registers.
• L: The ALUOut register.
• M: The MemoryData register.
• R: The register file.
• Mem: The memory.
The control network has been developed by analyzing each

register-to-register communications in the original clocked
MiniMIPS. For each pair of registers communicating, there
must be a corresponding handshake ciruitry (i.e., request and
acknowledge signals). If a register output feeds more than one
register, a multi-output Fork is used. On the other hand, if a
register input is being fed by more than one register, a multi-
input Join is used. Joins and forks incorporate C-Elements.

From the desynchronization control point of view, even the
MiniMIPS controller signals (e.g., RegWrite, IRWrite, ..etc)
are considered part of the data plane and they need their own
control channels. Mapping between datapath signals in the
ordinary clocked MiniMIPS and the control channel pairs in
the desynchronized MiniMIPS should be self explanatory for
most signals.

V. SYNTHESIS FLOW AND PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

This Section provides the flow used to synthesize the
desynchronized MiniMIPS. Some practical considerations are
also described. Finally, some modifications are proposed.

The latch controller (LC) specification has been written in
CCS as described in Section . Analyze [6] tool has been used
to get a minimized CCS description of the LC specifications.
The minimized CCS description has been converted into a
state graph using ccs2sg tool. Finally, Petrify [7] has been
used to synthesize the LC and map it to the UofU standard
cell library for the 0.5 µm MOSIS process. Same flow was
used to synthesize C-Elements incorporated in the design of
Joins and Forks.

C-Elements should not need a reset pin unless they are fed
simultaneously by bubble and data latches (which should not
happen if every flip flop in the original clocked design has
been replaced by double latches - data and bubble).

Each register in the ordinary clocked MiniMIPS, in the
behavioral verilog description, has been replaced by a desyn-
chronized buffer as the one shown in Fig. 2. Design Compiler
[8] has been used to synthesize the whole desynchronized
MiniMIPS.

To protect the asynchronous parts of the design during
synthesis (e.g., Latch Controllers, C-Elements), set size only
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Fig. 4. Block diagram view of the the ordinary clocked MiniMIPS [5].

Fig. 5. Control network of the desynchronized MiniMIPS.
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attribute has been used. set min delay and set max delay
have been used to assign delay values to request signal
paths between different registers. Two approaches have been
considered:

• Specify minimum and maximum delay values for each
register-to-register connection. For example:
# I1 to C
set_min_delay $MinDelay
-from dp/DBREnI1/U20/U8/Y
-to {cont/DBRC/U9/U14/A}

• Specify minimum and maximum delay values at the input
of lr signal of each desynchronized register.

However, both techniques do not guarantee optimal delay
elements positioning. In other words, some delay elements
could be shared between different register-to-register com-
munications. Hence, an optimization proceudre should be
developed to minimize the number of delay elements added
while still achieving the required minimum delay for each
communication.

Target synthesis frequency has been specified with a virtual
clock. At this step, all the register-to-register request signal
paths, have been restricted to have the same minimum delay
constraints. This should be enhanced to allow individual delay
values that are sufficient for their respective stages. It should
be noted that, for each stage, a delay value of only about
half the maximum data path delay of that stage is required
to be inserted in the request signal path. This is because of
the data and control concurrency achieved in the Bundled-4-
Cycle-Late-Data Protocol as discussed in Section III.

The synthesized desynchronized MiniMIPS has been veri-
fied using the testbench specified in [5]. Simulation with a unit
gate delay library succeeded. However, simulation with the
back annotated ṡdf has failed. Reasons are still investigated.
These may include insufficient delay elements. Image of the
desynchronized MiniMIPS after place and route is shown in
Fig. 6.

VI. FUTURE WORK

The author proposes to develop algorithms to automate:
• Generation of the control network of the desynchronized

design. This would be based on analyzing the register-to-
register communications of the synchronous designs.

• Optimum insertion of delay elements in the control net-
work. This should minimize the number of delay elements
inserted while, still, achieving the required delay for all
the register-to-register communications

• Generation of the delay element circuitry that should
mimic the maximum data path delay.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper thoroughly investigated the advantages and
disadvantages of desynchronization. A handshake protocol,
namely, Bundled-4-Cycle-Late-Data protocol, has also been
visited. It also introduced a synthesis flow of both the syn-
chronous and asynchronous parts of the design along with
some practical considerations. To validate the argument, Min-
iMIPS desynchroniztion has been used as a case study.
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Fig. 6. Desynchronized MiniMIPS after place and route .


